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Since 1994, I have searched for the possible existence of symmetric
designs with parameters (189, 48, 12) (of order 36). Finally, the following
result was proved:
Theorem. Let G be the wreathed product of a Frobenius group F21 of
order 21 with a cyclic group Z2 of order 2. Suppose that G acts as an
automorphism group on a symmetric design with parameters (189, 48, 12).
Then there exists (up to isomorphism) exactly one such design D which is
self-dual. The full automorphism group of D is our group G of order 882 and
acts in three orbits of lengths 21, 21, and 147 for points and blocks. The
group G has three conjugacy classes of subgroups of order 7. The elements
of order 7 in one class act fixed-point-free and in the other two classes have
exactly 7 fixed points each. The group G has three conjugacy classes of sub-
groups of order 3. The elements of order 3 in one class act fixed-point-free
and in the other two classes have exactly 3 and 6 fixed points, respectively.
An involution in G has exactly 29 fixed points. The 2-rank of D is 63.
Proof. We assume that the above group G acts as an automorphism
group on a symmetric design with parameters (189, 48, 12). Since
G=F21tZ2 (the wreathed product of F21 with Z2), we have G=(A_B)(e),
where A and B are both isomorphic to F21 , (e) &Z2 , and Ae=B. We
may set
A=(a, c | a7=1, c3=1, c&1ac=a2) ,
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and
e2=1, eae=b, ece=d.
We also define in G four other elements:
f =cd, g=cd 2, h=ab, and i=ab&1.
We note that the involution e commutes with f and h and ege= g&1 and
eie=i&1. Hence the group G has order 882 and it is easily seen that G
must act on our design in 3 orbits of lengths 21, 21, and 147 for points and
also for blocks. Any other possibility gives a contradiction almost in a
trivial way.
Furthermore, since obviously no element of order 7 could have more
than 7 fixed points, it follows that the point stabilizers (and also the block
stabilizers) for one orbit of length 21 are the subgroup G1=(e, h, f) &
F21 _Z2 and for the other orbit of length 21 they are the subgroup
G2=(e, i, f) &F42 (a Frobenius group of order 42). Somewhat more dif-
ficult to see is that the point stabilizer (and also the block stabilizer) for the
orbit of length 147 is the subgroup G3=(e, g) &73 (non-Abelian group
of order 6) and not the subgroup (e, f) &Z6 . An experiment with this
second subgroup simply gives no design!
The orbit matrix for G in the sense of [1] is unique:
6 0 42
\0 6 42+ ,6 6 36
where the orbit lengths are 21, 21, 147 for points and blocks (in that
order). Actually, the orbit matrix describes the tactical decomposition of
the design induced by the group G.
We find the permutation representations of our group G with respect to
the subgroups G1 , G2 , and G3 . Then we denote the 21 points of the G-orbit
of points with the stabilizer G1 with 1$, 2$, ..., 21$. We denote the 21 points
of the G-orbit of points with the stabilizer G2 with 1", 2", ..., 21". Finally,
we denote the 147 points of the G-orbit of points with the stabilizer G3 with
1, 2, ..., 147.
This gives the following permutations on 189 points of our design
representing the elements a, c, and e (which obviously generate our
group G):
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a=(1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$)(8$ 18$ 17$ 21$ 20$ 11$ 19$)
(9$ 10$ 12$ 13$ 14$ 15$ 16$)
(1" 2" 3" 4" 5" 6" 7")(8" 17" 11" 18" 19" 20" 21")
(9" 10" 12" 13" 14" 15" 16")
(1 2 3 4 5 6 7)(8 24 25 26 27 28 29)
(9 10 50 69 45 46 68)(11 18 19 20 21 22 23)
(12 36 31 51 63 44 59)(13 37 54 32 43 58 67)
(14 38 55 42 33 52 64)(15 39 41 57 66 34 53)
(16 40 56 65 74 77 35)(17 47 60 70 49 72 79)
(30 75 48 78 61 81 71)(62 88 83 125 126 96 127)
(73 89 135 84 95 136 137)(76 90 128 94 85 129 130)
(80 91 93 138 139 86 140)(82 92 131 132 133 134 87)
(97 107 102 116 141 115 124)(98 108 119 103 114 123 145)
(99 109 120 113 104 117 144)(100 110 112 122 142 105 118)
(101 111 121 146 147 143 106),
c=(1$ 8$ 9$)(2$ 17$ 14$)(3$ 20$ 10$)(4$ 19$ 15$)(5$ 18$ 12$)
(6$ 21$ 16$)(7$ 11$ 13$)
(1" 8" 9")(2" 11" 14")(3" 19" 10")(4" 21" 15")(5" 17" 12")
(6" 18" 16")(7" 20" 13")
(1 8 9)(2 25 45)(3 27 10)(4 29 46)
(5 24 50)(6 26 68)(7 28 69)(11 30 17)
(12 62 97)(13 73 98)(14 76 99)(15 80 100)
(16 82 101)(18 48 49)(19 61 47)(20 71 72)
(21 75 60)(22 78 79)(23 81 70)(31 126 107)
(32 137 123)(33 90 120)(34 138 118)(35 134 146)
(36 83 141)(37 135 114)(38 128 104)(39 93 142)
(40 131 147)(41 139 110)(42 130 117)(43 89 119)
(44 125 124)(51 127 115)(52 94 144)(53 86 122)
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(54 95 108)(55 85 109)(56 133 111)(57 140 105)
(58 84 145)(59 96 116)(63 88 102)(64 129 113)
(65 87 143)(66 91 112)(67 136 103)(74 92 121)
(77 132 106),
e=(1$)(2$ 7$)(3$ 6$)(4$ 5$)(8$ 9$)(10$ 11$)(12$ 21$)(13$ 18$)
(14$ 19$)(15$ 20$)(16$ 17$)
(1")(2")(3")(4")(5")(6")(7")(8" 9")(10" 11")(12" 19")
(13" 21")(14" 17")(15" 18")(16" 20")
(1)(2 11)(3 12)(4 13)(5 14)(6 15)
(7 16)(8)(9)(10 17)(18)(19 36)(20 37)
(21 38)(22 39)(23 40)(24 30)(25 62)(26 73)
(27 76)(28 80)(29 82)(31)(32)(33)(34)(35)
(41 44)(42 43)(45 99)(46 100)(47)(48 88)
(49 109)(50 97)(51 54)(52 66)(53 77)(55 63)
(56 59)(57 58)(60 107)(61 90)(64 74)(65 67)
(68 101)(69 98)(70 108)(71 92)(72 110)(75)
(78 89)(79 111)(81 91)(83)(84)(85)(86)(87)
(93 96)(94 95)(102)(103)(104)(105)(106)(112 115)
(113 114)(116 119)(117 142)(118 143)(120 141)(121 124)
(122 123)(125 135)(126 128)(127 131)(129 139)(130 133)
(132 137)(134 140)(136 138)(144 147)(145 146)
Let l1 , l2 , and l3 be basic blocks of our design which are G1-invariant,
G2-invariant, or G3 -invariant respectively. It turns out that (up to
isomorphism) we get these basic blocks uniquely:
l1=[2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ 2 19 51 43 52 53 16 7 11 36 54 42 66 77 26 61
96 137 76 91 131 27 81 127 73 90 93 132 46 79 97 108 120 122 147 50 70
141 123 144 100 111],
l2=[2" 3" 4" 5" 6" 7" 2 56 57 33 58 59 11 6 35 15 38 54 51 21 27 134
140 76 89 83 78 29 82 91 128 84 126 81 47 50 146 142 117 145 97 60 69
147 105 144 98 107],
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l3=[2$ 12$ 20$ 7$ 15$ 21$ 2" 12" 19" 6" 13" 21" 1 8 9 18 55 63 21 38
31 32 53 77 19 33 36 34 65 67 84 140 134 106 123 122 26 29 28 73 80 82
46 69 68 98 100 101].
Hence the obtained design D is unique and so D is self-dual. Other
statements of our theorem are obtained by inspecting our group G and the
design D, also using computer programs for computing full automorphism
groups and the 2-rank of the incidence matrix of D. Our theorem is proved.
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